Structure, stability, and dissociation of small ionic silicon oxide clusters [SiO(n)+ (n = 3, 4)]: insight from density functional and topological exploration.
The structures, energies, isomerization, and decomposition pathways of small ionic silicon oxide clusters, SiO(n)(+) (n = 3, 4), on doublet and quartet energy surfaces are investigated by density functional theory. New structural isomers of these ionic clusters have been obtained with this systematic study. The energy ordering of the isomeric cluster ions on doublet spin surface is found to follow the same general trend as that of the neutral ones, while it differs on the quartet surface. Our computational results reveal the energetically most preferred decomposition pathways of the ionic clusters on both spin surfaces. To comprehend the reaction mechanism, bonding evolution theory has also been employed using atoms in molecules formalism. The possible reasons behind the structural deformation of some isomers on quartet surface have also been addressed. Our results are expected to provide important insight into the decomposition mechanism and relative stability of the SiO(n)(+) clusters on both the energy surfaces.